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It’s important to clean your ink cartridges daily before use to maintain good print quality and proper 
functioning of the cartridges. Dust and dried up ink will start to build up on the nozzle and clog up the tiny 

holes where the ink has to come out of. The cartridge will get blocked if not properly cleaned!

1. Use a CLEAN tissue or paper towel   
 to clean the nozzle of the ink cartridge.

2. Clean the nozzle by pulling it in a line  
	 over	 the	 tissue	using	your	 index	finger		
 on the other side of the tissue.

3. You may need to repeat this a couple of  
 times to get the cartridge to work   
 properly again.

4. Make sure to clean the gold contact  
 points to ensure good connection with  
 the printhead.

Clean the ink cartridges daily before use

Insert the ink cartridges into the Egg-Jet20 printer

Cartridge cleaning procedure

Lift up the locker [1] completely and place the ink
cartridge carefully into the bottom positioning points [2] 
of the printhead cartridge plate from above.

Press the ink cartridge carefully into the printhead 
(against the back of the cartridge plate) with
one hand and apply a light counter pressure on the back 
of te cartridge plate with the other hand.

Bring down the locker to keep the ink cartridge in place.
The locker should fall over the little latch on the ink 
cartridge, so it “clicks” into the printhead.

Check before use if each cartridge is placed correctly!

If the cartridge is not placed correctly all the way against 
the back of the printhead, some contact points with not 
have a good connection and cause a bad imprint.
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Adjust the height of the printheads

Select the print text and ink consumption mode on MMI panel

The height of the printheads can be adjusted by turning the 
“height adjustment bolt” [1].
The height position has to be set depending on the size of the 
eggs being printed, with larger eggs the printheads have to be 
heigher, with smaller eggs lower.

The height position has to be set so the bottom of the printhead 
is gently touching the avarage sized eggs.
This way the larger eggs with lift up the printheads slightly and 
the smaller eggs will not be touched by the printheads but also 
not be too far away to get a clear imprint on them.

Don’t use any of the other options, these are for testing only!!

Standard ink consumption
(For brown eggs)

Ink saving mode
(For white eggs)Nozzle modes for users:
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